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United States Patent Office 
E. 

2,799,222 
ELECTRONIC APPARATUS FOREIGHSPEED 

PRINTERS 

Jacob Goldberg and Bonnar Cox, Palo Alto, Calif. 
Application August 27, 1956, Seriai No. 696,4ii) 

if Caias. (C. is 1-93) 

This invention relates to high-speed printers, and, more 
particularly, to improvements in apparatus for the utiliza 
tion thereof. 

There are presently commercially purchasable high 
speed printers suitable for use as output printers for 
information-handling machines which require electronic 
apparatus for their operation. The letter and number 
type are Secured to the drum periphery as axially extend 
ing columns. Each axial column contains the small type 
letter or number. Opposite each column at one end of 
the drum are markings, usually magnetic, which can be 
used to identify when a particular letter is opposite the 
printing position. Thus, if 26 letters and 10 numbers are 
all that is required, the drum will have 36 columns of 
type and appropriate marks at one edge to signify when 
a particular letter or number is opposite the printing 
position. 

Paper which is to be printed upon, together with an 
inked ribbon, are passed through the printing position, 
which may be at the bottom of the drum. A column of 
individually movable hammers are employed which are 
selectively actuated to press the paper against the ribbon 
and type character at the printing position. These ham 
mers usually extend in a column parallel to the columns 
of type on the drum. There are as many hammers in a 
column as there are type characters in a column. These 
hammers are usually individually actuated by solenoids 
which rapidly move them selectively as the drum rotates. 
Electronic apparatus is employed to control the opera 
tion of the hammers. 

In the operation of the high-speed printer, for every 
line of printing, the drum is required to make a complete 
revolution, since only in that manner can the alphabet 
and the letters from zero to nine be reviewed to deter 
mine which of them is required in the line of printing. 
Thus, the paper advances one line after every revolution 
of the drum. For each line to be printed, the present 
practice is to employ an electronic register into which 
there is entered in a suitable code the letters, numbers, 
and other symbols contained in a line of printing. Means 
are provided for scanning the register to determine whether 
or not the column of letters presented to the paper at any 
given time contains any letter which should be printed in 
that line. In order to perform this operation, the presently 
favored practice is to compare the contents of the register 
at each position with the code identification of the letter 
present at the printing position. If this is a letter re 
quired in the line being printed for a particular position, 
then a solenoid which controls the hammer at that posi 
tion is excited and the letter is printed. It will be ap 
preciated that the time required to review and compare 
the contents of a register for a given line of printing with 
the code identifying the letter at the printing position is 
a factor which determines the speed of operation of the 
system. The more quickly this operation can be per 
formed, the more advantageously the high-speed printer 
can be used. An object of the present invention is to provide a novel 
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arrangement for increasing the speed of operation of the 
high-speed printer. 

Another object of the present invention is the provision 
of an arrangement for increasing the speed of operation 
of a high-speed printer without increasing the complexity 
of the apparatus required. 

Another object of the present invention is to increase 
the reliability of a high-speed printer. 

Another problem present in the utilization of a high 
speed printer of the type described generally above is pre 
sented when it is desired to print numbers which, for 
example, represent dollars and cents. Usually, in the 
representation of numbers by information-handling ma 
chines, a number length is employed, and the absence of 
a number at any given position is filled by the representa 
tion of a zero. Thus, if it were desired to represent the 
number 382 in a system having, say, a six-digit number 
length, the code in the information-handling system would 
read 000382. In the use of the high-speed printer, the 
three zeros to the left of the numeral three will be printed 
out, unless a precaution is taken to prevent this from 
occurring. Yet, because of the fact that it is necessary 
to print zeros (for example, number 302, or 504.06), an 
arrangement must be found which only suppresses zeros 
in positions where they do not have significance. 

Accordingly, a further object of the present invention 
is the provision of an improved circuit for utilization with 
a high-speed printer which prevents the printing of Zeros 
which have a nonnumeric significance. 

These and other objects of the invention are achieved 
in a system wherein data for a line of print is entered into 
a plurality of registers. The contents of each register is 
then circulated and compared with the letter present at 
the printing position, which is represented by a code iden 
tification. For the purpose of circulation, each register 
is divided into two parts. The circulation of the contents 
of the register is performed after the emptying of data 
into the register by circulating these two parts. Thus, 
when the register is divided in half, the circulation occurs 
from the center of the register to the front end and from 
the back end of the register to the center of the register. 
It will be appreciated that this permits access to the con 
tents of the register for comparison purposes in much 
less time than would be normally required. 
Zero suppression is achieved by first insuring that Zero 

is the last number scanned. The printing of all Zeros 
within a word is suppressed from left to right up to the 
first nonzero number, but no zero suppression is applied 
to the units position of a number. If it is desired to print 
numbers to the right of the decimal point, then no zero 
suppression is permitted in any of these number positions 
to the right of the decimal point. 
The novel features that are considered characteristic 

of this invention are set forth with particularity in the 
appended claims. The invention itself, both as to its 
organization and method of operation, as well as addi 
tional objects and advantages thereof, will best be under 
stood from the following description when read in con 
nection with the accompanying drawings, in which: 

Figure 1 is a perspective view of the general type of 
output printer with which the embodiment of the inven 
tion may be employed; 

Figure 2 is a block schematic diagram of an embodi 
ment of the invention; 

Figure 3 is a block schematic diagram of a comparator 
suitable for use with this invention; and 

Figure 4 is a block schematic diagram of a circulating 
register suitable for use with this invention. 

Referring now to Figure 1, there is shown a high-speed 
printer of the type previously generally described in which 
the present embodiment of the invention finds its greatest 
use. The high-speed printer comprises a drum 0, having 
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columns of printing type 12, extending axially across 
the periphery. Identifying marks for each column of 
printing type may be positioned at one end of the drum 
for indicating each of the type characters coming into the 
printing position. However, with the present embodiment 
of the invention, it is preferred to add a smaller drum, or 
disc, 14 on the shaft 16, upon which the drum rotates. 
This drum 14 is therefore rotated along with the drum 10 
by the driving motor 18. 
The identifying code marks for each column of type 

are magnetically or mechanically imprinted upon this 
additional drum in the same code as is employed in the 
information-handling machine, with which the output 
printer may be associated. The reason for using this 
arrangement is that normally the drum may be manufac 
tured with one set of indicia for the columns of printed 
characters and the information-handling machine with 
which the drum is to be associated may have another 
output code. It therefore becomes necessary to convert 
either the drum code to machine code, or vice versa, be 
fore a comparison for printing purposes can be performed. 
By the simple mechanical expedient described above, these 
complications are avoided. 
A reading head 18 is employed to sense the identify 

ing marks on the drum 14. This reading head may com 
prise several reading heads which are aligned so that the 
output from the reading head 18 can comprise a set of 
parallel existing signals. These are applied to a coinci 
dence device 20, which comprises electronic circuitry for 
comparing the identification of the character read by the 
reading heads 18 with the identification of the character 
desired to be printed. A source of printer signals 22 
provides the latter signals. The source of printer signals 
may be the information-handling machine, which 
furnishes these signals to some type of device which holds 
them in a line-by-line fashion, in order that the drum 
may complete one revolution for each line of print which 
is desired to be printed. Upon coincidence being found 
between the column of type at the printing position and 
the signals being supplied from the source 22, a hammer 
control apparatus 24 is actuated. 

This hammer-control apparatus consists of circuitry for 
selectively energizing thyratrons which energize solenoids 
which drive hammers to strike paper 26, which is being 
slowly passed between the hammer 25 and the drum 19. 
A ribbon 26 supplies the ink for the necessary printing. 
The ribbon also travels slowly between the paper and the 
drum. The hammers 25 are usually in a column posi 
tioned underneath the lowermost part of the drum and are 
driven upwards to press the paper against the ribbon and 
type. Thus, a line of print can be completed before the 
paper can move to position a fresh area for the next line 
of print. 

Reference is now made to Figure 2, which is a block 
diagram of an embodiment of the invention. Data from 
the source of printer signals is entered into a plurality of 
registers 30, 30', etc., successively, so that all the registers 
contain the code for one line of data to be printed. Each 
register, by way of example, holds 84 binary bits. The 
first 84 binary bits of code are entered into register 30. 
When this register fills, the next 84 binary bits are entered 
into register 30', etc. As many registers are employed as 
are required to hold the data desired to be printed in a 
line on the paper. 
Methods for filling registers successively from a single 

source are well known in the art. One favored method 
is to have a gate positioned in front of each register. 
Information from the source is applied to each one of the 
gates in parallel. A counter is employed to provide suc 
cessive enabling outputs to each one of these gates. 
When the counter counts off enough to fill the first regis 
ter, the enabling input to the first gate is removed and 
is applied to the second gate. When the counter has 
counted off a sufficient amount so that the second register 
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is filled, the enabling input to the second And gate is 
removed and applied to the third And gate, etc. 
Of significance here is that a plurality of registers are 

used, each of which consists of two parts, respectively 
designated as 30a, 30b, 30'a, 30'b, etc. For the purposes 
of entry of data, each of these registers, which consists 
of two parts, may be considered as a single register. 
It is only when data is circulated that the data in the 'a' 
portion of each one of the registers circulates, just as if it 
was an independent register, and the data in the “b' por 
tions of the register circulates, just as if it is an inde 
pendent register. In this manner, the contents of the 
registers for a line of type may be scanned in much less 
time. 
The code wheel 14 in Figure 1 besides providing as 

output code indications, has two additional tracks. One 
of these tracks provides a pulse output just before each 
column of type letters or numbers comes under the 
printing position. The remaining track provides an out 
put pulse each time the drum has completed one revolu 
tion. Assume that the registers 30, 30', etc., have been 
filled. A pulse from the code wheel, indicative of the fact 
that a column of type is arriving at the printing position, 
applies a pulse to a flip-flop 32, driving it to its set 
condition, whereby its ouput can be applied to two And 
gates 34, 36. A second required input to And gate 
36, before it can provide an output, consists of pulses 
from a clock-pulse source. The clock-pulse source, as 
is well known in the information-handling field, provides 
the timing pulses whereby all operations of the informa 
tion-handling machine are timed. These are regularly 
occurring pulses which may be derived in a number of 
ways. A preferred manner is to employ a magnetic drum 
having markings placed thereon which are read as the 
drum rotates to provide regularly occurring clock pulses. 
The output of the And gate 36 is applied to a bit 

phase counter 37. To illustrate the invention, but not to 
limit it, it will be assumed that each character desired to 
be printed is represented by seven binary bits. Each 
register holds 12 characters (84 binary bits); each register 
portion holds 6 characters (42 binary bits). The bit 
phase counter is a ring counter which counts to seven 
and then starts counting over again. The seven outputs 
are applied to the shift-pulse generator 39 for the purpose 
of enabling the registers to circulate their contents. The 
output of the bit-phase counter 37, when it fills, is ap 
plied to the And gate 34, to provide the second required 
input whereby its output can occur. The output of And 
gate 34 is applied to a column-phase ring counter 41, which 
can count a total of six counts before it returns to its 
initial counting position. Each output of each stage 
of the column-phase ring counter is designated by the 
letters A through F. These outputs are applied to And 
gates elsewhere in the drawing. The use of the letters for 
the ends of the arrows from the column-phase ring counter 
40 and for the beginnings of the arrows at various other 
portions of the drawing are employed in order to main 
tain clarity and to avoid confusion in the drawing, which 
would occur were these points connected. 
The last output of the column-phase ring counter 40 

is applied to reset the flip-flop 32. Thus, the bit-phase 
ring counter has a total of seven counts before it returns 
to its initial condition. When it attains its seventh count, 
it applies an output to the column-phase ring counter, 
which makes it count one. The column-phase ring counter 
counts a total of six counts before it can return to its 
initial counting condition. The bit-phase ring counter 
is therefore required to circulate six times to advance 
the column-phase ring counter six counts. As the shift 
pulse generator applies shift pulses to the registers 30, 
30', etc., the two halves of the registers circulate their 
contents. The circulating contents are applied to compara 
tors 40a, 40b, 40'a, 40'b, etc., respectively associated 
with the registers 30a, 30b, 30'a, 30b, etc. Another 
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input for comparison purposes is applied from the code 
wheel to all the comparators simultaneously. Thus, as 
the respective halves of the register circulate their con 
tents, these are compared with the code representation 
of the column of type which is at the printing position. 
The output of the comparator 4.0a is applied simul 

taneously to six And gates 50A through 50F. The out 
put of the comparator 40b is applied to a succeeding six 
And gates (not shown). The output of the comparator 
40'a is applied to still another six And gates (not shown). 
The output of the comparator 40'b is applied to yet another 
set of six And gates (not shown). Thus, it should be 
understood that the output of the comparators 40b, 40'a, 
40'b are applied to the same circuitry as will be de 
scribed for the output of comparator 40a. Thus, for 
every complete register employed with the output printer, 
which register consists of two parts, there is required two 
sets of circuits of the type which will be described as 
being coupled to the output of comparator 40a. 

Associated with each And gate 50A through 50F and 
driven thereby are flip-flops 52A through 52F. One of 
the other required inputs to And gate 50A is an output 
from the first stage of the column-phase ring counter 
38, designated as A. Another required input to And 
gate 58A before it can drive the flip-flop 52A is an output 
from the rectangle represented as nonzero-on-code-wheel 
68. This is merely well-known code-recognition circuitry 
which senses the outputs from the reader 18 on the code 
wheel i4, and so long as the printing drum 10 does not 
have a zero at the printing position, an enabling output 
is provided from the nonzero-on-code-wheel circuits 60. 
An illustration of a code-recognition circuit suitable for 
this purpose is by Ayres and Smith in their Patent No. 
2,648,723. Y 

it will be seen that the And gates 50A through 50F 
all have as one of their required inputs an output from 
the column-phase ring counter 38. Register 30a circulates 
its contents at the end of which time the column-phase 
ring counter counts one, whereby the output designated as 
A is applied to And gate 50A. The comparator 40a, if 
it finds that the contents of register A and the code 
wheel indication are identical, applies its output to all 
the And gates 50A through 50F simultaneously. How 
ever, since only And gate 50A has the required enabling 
input from the column-phase ring counter 38, only it 
will be enabled to provide an output which drives the 
associated flip-flop 52A. If flip-flop 52A has been driven 
to its set condition, it is enabled to prime for firing an 
associated thyratron tube 56A, which, when subsequently 
fired by a pulse from the fire-pulse source 62, can ener 
gize a hammer which prints a letter at the column posi 
tion for that hammer. The fire-pulse source 62 is ener 
gized after the contents of the registers have been com 
pared with the code-wheel indication, to determine whether 
or not printing should occur at the various positions along 
the column of type. 
At this time it should be again emphasized that each 

one of the registers, before cycling, holds a total of 84 
binary bits. Thus, when cycling occurs, each half of a 
register circulates 42 binary bits. In the present embodi 
ment of the invention, seven binary bits represent a letter 
or a number. Therefore, at the end of the circulation of 
seven bits, And gate 50A will or will not have set the 
associated flip-flop 52A. The register continues to cycle 
and to present the next seven bits to the comparator. The 
code-wheel code is circulated again, to be compared by 
the comparator 40a. At the end of the interval for com 
paring the second set of seven binary bits, the comparator 
4.0a provides an output or not, dependent upon whether 
or not there is an identity. At this time, And gate. 50B 
is enabled and if an identity is established, will drive 
flip-flop 52B. Flip-flop 52B, if driven, can prime the 
associated thyratron tube 56B. Thus, as the register 3ia 
continues to cycle, there will be a comparison of each set 75 
of seven binary bits at the comparator and entry will suc 
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cessively be made, dependent upon whether or not an 
identity is established, into the successive flip-flops 52C 
through 52F. It should be noted that all the registers 
circulate their contents simultaneously, all the compar 
ators perform the operation of comparison simultane 
Ously, and all the sets of And gates and flip-flops asso 
ciated with the respective comparators successively enter 
the information that a letter in the column presently at 
the printing position should or should not be printed. 
As the printing drum continues to rotate, the indica 

tions from the code wheel initiate successive counting 
cycles of the counters 37, 38. The registers 30a, 30b, 
30a, 30'b, etc., circulate their contents together once 
each time signals are provided from the code drum that 
a letter or a number is approaching the printing position. 
At the end of the circulation of the contents of the reg 
isters, firing-pulse source 62 provides a pulse that fires 
the ones of the thyratrons which have been primed by 
their associated flip-flops. The flip-flops 52A through 52F 
are not reset until after a complete drum rotation occurs. 
Since the thyratrons are fired by discharging a condenser 
therethrough, which is only charged once prior to the 
beginning of the printing cycle of the drum, the thyratrons 
cannot be fired more than once for a printing-drum 
revolution. 

For zero suppression, the Orgates 54B through 54F 
and the circuitry for recognition of a nonzero on the code 
wheel 60 are employed. When there is no zero present 
on the code wheel, representative of the fact that there 
is no zero present at the printing position, an enabling 
input is applied to all the And gates 50A through 50F, 
directly as in the case of And gate 50A, or through Or 
gates 54B through 54F. Before proceeding further with 
the explanation, it should be understood that one of the 
conditions necessary for the operation of this circuit is 
that all the numbers from one through nine must pass 
under the printing position before the zero column reaches 
there. It is also necessary to reset all the flip-flops before 
the numeric-printing portion of the drum begins to pass 
under the printing position. This does not require any 
extra circuitry, since the Zero suppression is required 
usually only when it is desired to print numbers only and 
not letters. When letters and numbers are desired to be 
printed together, then it is usually not desired that zero 
suppression occur. 
With these conditions having been fulfilled, if a num 

ber is to be printed on a line, then one of the flip-flops 
52A through 52F is left in its set condition. It should 
be noted at this time that the output from flip-flop 52A, 
when in its set condition, is applied to Or gates 54B 
through 54F. The output of flip-flop 52B, when in its 
set condition, is applied to Or gates 54C through 54F. 
And, similarly, the succeeding flip-flops (with the excep 
tion of flip-flop 52F) provide outputs to the succeeding 
Orgates. Accordingly, if flip-flop 52B were left in its set 
condition, indicative of the fact that one of the numbers 
from one to nine was printed, the succeeding And gates 
50C through 56F will receive their third required enabling 
input and will be able to print a Zero when a Zero is called 
for in those positions. However, And gate 50A will not 
receive its enabling input and cannot print a Zero at that 
position. Similarly, if flip-flop 52D were set and none of 
the preceding flip-flops, then a zero could only be printed 
in the positions serviced by flip-flops 52E and 52F. If 
dollars and cents values are to be printed, then no Zero 
suppression connections are applied to the positions 
which are to the right of the decimal point, and, if de 
sired, the unit position is not connected into the Zero 
suppression circuit. 
The And gates and Orgates which have been recited as 

being employed in the embodiment of the invention shown 
in Figure 2 are well-known circuits in this art. Suitable 
ones are described and shown, for example, in an article 
by Chen T. C., in the Institute of Radio Engineers Pro 
ceedings, vol. 38, pp. 511-514, May 1950, entitled Diode. 
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The circulate-command and feed-command inputs may 
be derived from the program circuitry of the information 
handling machine with which this apparatus is employed. 
In the operation of this embodiment of the invention, the 
printing operation occurs during one complete revolution 
of the drum and the register-loading operation occurs 
during the next revolution of the drum. Where it is de 
sired to print numbers and letters together, it may not 
be desirable to employ Zero suppression. However, 
where it is desired to print only numbers, then the zero 
Suppression circuitry is employed. Since one cycle of a 
drum is employed for loading the registers and the other 
cycle of the drum is employed for circulating the registers, 
the circulate command and the feed command can be 
derived from the single-pulse track on the code drum, 
which applies the single pulse per revolution to a two 
step counter, the output from which can be alternately 
used to signal feed information and then circulate in 
formation. 

There has accordingly been shown and described above 
novel, useful circuitry for utilization with an output 
printer of the class described which enables much more 
rapid rotation of the output-printer drum in view of the 
fact that the contents of the register are scanned in half 
the time previously required. Further, a novel arrange 
ment is shown for the purpose of suppressing unwanted 
Zeros in the print-out of numbers. 
We claim: 
1. In an output-printing apparatus wherein different 

columns of type are successively moved through a print 
ing position, wherein first signals representative of the 
letters in a column of type at said printing position are 
compared with second signals representative of characters 
desired to be printed in a line at said printing position, 
and wherein there are means to print selected ones of the 
type in a column in response to identities of first and 
second signals being established, the improvement in said 
output-printing apparatus comprising a plurality of reg 
isters each having two parts, means to fill said registers 
with second signals, counting means, means to drive said 
counting means through successive count conditions, 
means to couple the output of each said register part with 
its own input for circulation of its contents, means to 
circulate the contents of all said register parts responsive 
to the successive count conditions of said counting means, 
a separate means for each register part for comparing first 
signals with the circulating contents of each register part 
to provide an output signal for each identity indicative of 
the presence in the column of type providing said first 
signals of characters for which printing is desired, a sep 
arate means coupled to each said means for comparing to 
hold said output signals in a circuit sequence in accord 
ance with the sequence of their occurrence during the cir 
culation of the register parts, means to prevent from enter 
ing said means to hold output signals calling for the print 
ing of unwanted zeros, and means to energize said means 
to print responsive to the output signals in said means 
to hold. 

2. In an output-printing apparatus wherein different 
columns of type are successively moved through a print 
ing position, wherein first signals representative of the 
letters in a column of type at said printing position are 
compared with second signals representative of characters 
desired to be printed in a line at said printing position, 
and wherein there are means to print selected ones of the 
type in a column in response to identities of first and 
second signals being established, the improvement in said 
output-printing apparatus comprising a plurality of reg 
isters each having two parts, means to fill said registers 
with second signals, counting means, means to drive said 
counting means through successive count conditions, 
means to couple the output of each said register part with 
its own input for circulation of its contents, means to 
circulate the contents of all said register parts responsive 
to the successive count conditions of said counting means, 
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10 
a separate means for each register part for comparing 
first signals with the circulating contents of each regis 
ter part to provide an output signal for each identity in 
dicative of the presence in the column of type provid 
ing said first signals of characters for which printing is 
desired, a separate means coupled to each said means for 
comparing to hold said output signals in a circuit se 
quence in accordance with the sequence of their occur 
rence during the circulation of the register parts, means 
to prevent from entering said means to hold output sig 
nals calling for the printing of unwanted zeros, and 
means responsive to said first signals being representa 
tive of a zero to prevent the entry of an output signal in 
each said means to hold unless an output signal was pre 
viously entered in said means to hold when said first 
signals were not representative of a zero. 

3. In output-printing apparatus wherein different col 
lumns of type are successively moved through a printing 
position, wherein first signals representative of the letters 
in a column of type at said printing position are com 
pared with second signals representative of characters 
desired to be printed in a line at said printing position, 
and wherein there are means to print selected ones of 
the type in a column in response to identities of first and 
second signals being established, the improvement in 
said output-printing apparatus comprising a plurality of 
registers into which said second signals are entered, each 
said register having two parts, a separate group of flip 
flop circuits associated with each register part, each said 
flip-flop circuit having a first and a second stable condi 
tion, a separate means associated with each register part 
to compare a first signal successively with the contents 
of said register part and to produce an output signal for 
each identity, means to couple the output from each said 
means to compare successively to the flip-flop circuits in 
the associated group to drive a flip-flop to its second stable 
condition in response to an output signal, and means to 
selectively energize said means to print responsive to the 
output from said flip-flops in second stable conditions. 

4. In output-printing apparatus as recited in claim 3 
wherein said means to couple the output from each said 
means to compare successively to the flip-flop circuits in 
the associated group includes a coincidence gate for each 
flip-flop circuit, in a group, a counting circuit, means to 
drive said counting circuit through successive count con 
ditions responsive to the successive comparison by each 
said means to compare of a first signal with the contents 
of a register part and means to couple the output of said 
counting circuit to said coincidence gates to successively 
apply an enabling input to them responsive to the suc 
cessive count conditions of said counter. 

5. In an output-printing apparatus as recited in claim 
3 wherein each said register having two parts includes 
means to fill said register with second signals from one 
end, and means to couple each part individually for cir 
culation of its contents therein. 

6. In an output-printing apparatus as recited in claim 
3 wherein there is included a means to apply a second 
enabling input to the succeeding coincidence gates in 
each flip-flop circuit group from a preceding flip-flop cir 
cuit which has been driven to its second stable state, and 
a means to apply a second enabling input to all said coin 
cidence gates in response to said first signals representing 
a column of type other than Zero. 

7. In output-printing apparatus wherein different 
columns of type are successively moved through a print 
ing position, wherein first signals representative of the 
letters in a column of type at said printing position are 
compared with second signals representative of charac 
ters desired to be printed in a line at said printing posi 
tion, and wherein there are means to print selected ones 
of the type in a column in response to identities of first 
and second signals being established, the improvement 
in said output-printing apparatus comprising a plurality 
of registers each having two parts, means to fill said reg 
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isters with second signals, counting means, means to drive 
said counting means through successive count conditions, 
means to couple the output of each said register part with 
its own input for circulation of its contents, means to cir 
culate the contents of all said register parts responsive 
to the successive count conditions of said counting means, 
a separate comparing circuit associated with each said 
register part, means for applying first signals to all said 
comparing circuits, means for applying the circulating 
contents of each register part to its associated comparing 
circuit for comparison with said first signals whereby for 
each successive identity said comparison circuit provides 
an output signal, a separate group of coincidence gates 
associated with each comparing circuit, means coupling 
the output of each comparing circuit with an input of 
the coincidence gates associated therewith, means for 
coupling said groups of coincidence gates to said counting 
means for simultaneously in all groups Successively en 
abling a different gate in each group responsive to said 
successive count conditions, a different flip-flop circuit 
associated with each gate, each said flip-flop circuit hav 
ing a first and a second stable condition, means coupling 
each said flip-flop circuit to its associated coincidence gate 
circuit to be driven to its second stable condition in re 
sponse to output therefrom, and means to selectively 
energize said means to print responsive to a flip-flop 
circuit in its second condition. 

8. In output-printing apparatus as recited in claim 7 
wherein there are included means to apply another re 
quired input to all said coincidence gates responsive to 
said first signals representing a column of type other 
than zero, and means to apply said other required input 
when said first signals represent Zero to the succeeding 
coincidence gates in each group from a flip-flop circuit 
associated with a preceding coincidence circuit in that 
group which has been driven to its second stable condi 
tion. 

9. in output-printing apparatus wherein different 
coiu is of type are successively moved through a print 
ing position, wherein first signals representative of the 
letters in a column of type at said printing position are 
compared with second signals representative of charac 
ters desired to be printed in a line at said printing posi 
tion, and wherein there are means to print selected ones 
of the type in a column in response to identities of first 
and second signals being established, the improvement in 
said output-printing apparatus comprising a plurality of 
registers into which said second signals are entered, each 
said register having two parts, a separate group of flip 
flop circuits associated with each register part, each said 
flip-flop circuit having a first and a second stable condi 
tion, a separate means associated with each register part 
to compare a first signal Successively with the contents 
of said register part and to produce an output signal for 
each identity, means to couple the output from each said 
means to compare successively to the flip-flop circuits in 
the associated group to drive a flip-flop to its second 
stable condition in response to an output signal, means 
responsive to said first signals being representative of a 
Zero to prevent an output signal from a means to com 
pare from driving a flip-flop circuit to its second stable 
condition unless a preceding flip-flop circuit in said group 
was driven to its second stable condition when said first 
signals were not representative of zero, and means to 
selectively energize said means to print responsive to the 
output from said flip-flop in second stable conditions. 

1G. in output-printing apparatus wherein different col 
urlins of type arc Successively moved through a printing 
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12 
position, wherein first signals representative of the letters 
in a column of type at said printing position are compared 
with second signals representative of characters desired 
to be printed in a line at said printing position, and 
wherein there are means to print selected ones of the type 
in a column in response to identities of first and second 
signals being established, the improvement in said output 
printing apparatus comprising a plurality of registers each 
having two parts, means to fill said registers with second 
signals, counting means, means to drive said counting 
means through successive count conditions, means to 
couple the output of each said register part with its own 
input for circulation of its contents, means to circulate 
the contents of all said register parts responsive to the suc 
cessive count conditions of said counting means, a sep 
arate comparing circuit associated with each said register 
part, means for applying first signals to all said comparing 
circuits, means for applying the circulating contents of 
each register part to its associated comparing circuit for 
comparison with said first signals whereby for each suc 
cessive identity said comparison circuit provides an output 
signal, a separate group of coincidence gates associated 
with each comparing circuit, each coincidence gate having 
a first input derived from the output of the comparing 
circuit associated therewith, a second input derived from 
said counting means, a different one of the coincidence 
gates in each group being coupled to be responsive to a 
different count condition of said counting means, an un 
wanted Zero-suppression circuit coupled to all said coin 
cidence gates providing a third input to all said coincidence 
gates, a different flip-flop circuit associated with each gate, 
each said flip-flop having a first and a second stable con 
dition, means coupling each said flip-flop circuit to its 
associated coincidence gate circuit to be driven to its 
second stable condition in response to output therefrom, 
and means to selectively energize said means to print 
responsive to a flip-flop circuit in its second condition. 

11. In output-printing apparatus wherein differen: col 
umns of type are successively moved through a printing 
position, wherein first signals representative of the letters 
in a column of type at said printing position are compared 
with second signals representative of characters desired to 
be printed in a line at said printing position and wherein 
there are means to print selected ones of the type in a 
column in response to identities of first and second sig 
nals being established, an unwanted zero-suppression cir 
cuit for said apparatus comprising a plurality of coin 
cidence gates arranged in a sequence, means to succes 
sively apply identity signals successively to said gates, a 
plurality of flip-flop circuits each of which is associated 
with a different one of said coincidence gate circuits, each 
said flip-flop having a first and second stable condition, 
means coupling each said flip-flop to its associated coin 
cidence gate to be driven to its second stable condition in 
response to an output therefrom, means to apply an 
enabling input to all said coincidence gates when said first 
signals represent a column of type other than zero, means 
when said first signals represent a zero column of type to 
apply an enabling input to all succeeding coincidence 
gates from a flip-flop circuit associated with a preceding 
coincidence gate which has been driven to its second stable 
condition, and means to selectively energize said means 
to print responsive to a flip-flop circuit in its second 
stable condition. 
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